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PRESENTATION OF THE
PARTICIPATORY PROCESS

Stages of
the process

overview of the mandate and
& goal of the participatory
process

The public consultation process was organized
around three key areas:

In June 2018, Convercité, an agency
specializing in participatory planning, was
commissioned by the Town of Rosemère
to assist it in a public consultation process
concerning the development of the Town’s
vision for the future: “Rosemère, proud, green
and prosperous.”
Entitled “Building the Rosemère of Tomorrow,”
the vision is essentially based on the realization
of three anchor projects:

1.
REALIZING ROSEMÈRE’S
URBAN VISION
2.
GETTING THE
INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITIES
NEEDED TO ACHIEVE ROSEMÈRE’S
GOALS
3.
MODERNIZING THE
ADMINISTRATIVE APPARATUS.

The Town’s initiative sought to get citizens
involved upstream of the realization of these
anchor projects, and to keep them involved
over the long term. Thus, in keeping with its
emphasis on proximity, transparency and
citizen participation, the Town wanted to
submit the vision statement as well as the three
projects developed collectively by the Town’s
elected officials, department directors and
employees to the population. The goal of the
participatory process was to bring together,
inform and involve citizens in a reflection on the
future of Rosemère.

•
•
•

Understand
Involve
Decide

UNDERSTAND

SURVEY

Administered from May 21 to 31, 2018

PUBLIC MEETINGS
June 13 and 16, 2018

INVOLVE

MEETING WITH THE BUSINESS
PEOPLE AND THE COMMUNITY
GROUPS
June 21, 2018

MEETING WITH THE CITIZENS
COMMITTEE

PARTICIPATORY PROCESS
The Town of Rosemère sought to set up
best practices in citizen participation so
that everyone could express their point of
view and “build the Rosemère of tomorrow.”
Deploying several methods, the action ended
up garnering the participation of more than 608
people. In this regard, and in order to consider
a diversity of viewpoints, by being composed
of a committee of citizens with diverse profiles
and by taking account of the vision of both the
business people and the community groups, a
multitude of ideas were revealed, enhancing
the results. In the end, all the needs could be
considered.
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June 21, 2018

CONSULTATION REPORT
September 2018

DECIDE
IMPROVEMENT OF THE
2018-2019 VISION
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PARTICIPATIVE ACTIVITIES
Survey
The purpose of the survey—which addressed
themes related to urban planning, infrastructure
and facilities, as well as public services—was to
present the vision statement to citizens in order
to better understand their expectations and
concerns.

1 VISION
3 ANCHOR PROJECTS
523 PARTICIPANTS
+ 1625 COMMENTS

To encourage the participation of as many
people as possible, the survey was published
in both French and English. The twenty-six
questions in the survey were formulated as
statements, and participants were asked to
choose from one of three responses: “agree,”
“disagree” or “indifferent.” Participants were
also given the opportunity to submit a more
in-depth comment on each of these questions.

Public meetings
As a follow-up to the survey, the Town held two
meetings that were open to all. Their objectives
were to:
•

•

Involve citizens in improving the vision of
the Town of Rosemère, so that the vision
becomes the fruit of a collective work;
Contribute to the development of the three
major anchor projects stemming from the
vision.

A facilitator was present at each of the tables
to guide participants during the discussions, to
enliven the exchange, to ensure that everyone
was able to express themselves and to take
note of each comment made.

The meetings started with an informative introduction (presentation of the action and of the
survey results), followed by a participative part
divided into three workshops:
Workshop 1: Realizing the urban vision of
Rosemère
Workshop 2: Getting the infrastructure and
facilities needed to meet Rosemère’s goals
Workshop 3: Modernizing the administrative
apparatus

2 MEETINGS
70 PARTICIPANTS
3 WORKSHOPS
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Meeting with the business
people and the community
groups
In an approach of co-construction and
collective reflection, the Town also wished to
validate the vision and orientations with the
business people and the community groups
in order to gather a diversity of points of view.
This meeting took place on June 21, 2018 and
took the form of a discussion workshop. The
discussions revolved around the vision of “a
proud, green and prosperous town” and more
specifically the three anchor projects.

7 PARTICIPANTS
90 MINUTES OF
EXCHANGES

Citizens committee
A citizens committee was formed to follow up
on the progress of the participatory process,
improve it and reveal a diversity of points of
view so that the vision would correspond to the
reality of the environment.
It was constituted from a list of volunteers
having expressed their interest to participate
via the survey. To ensure representativeness of
the population, several requirements were met:
•

Diversity of age categories;

•

Geographic diversity, to avoid a
concentration of people from the same
neighbourhood;

•

Gender parity.

The workshop was set up similarly to the one
held during the meeting with the business
people and the community groups.

1 MEETING
8 PARTICIPANTS
90 MINUTES OF
EXCHANGES

SECTION 2
RESULTS
The comments presented in this section do not necessarily
reflect the views of all participants. If and when this is the case,
it is mentioned. The presentation of the results aims to highlight
the diversity of points of view expressed during the different
activities.
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SURVEY
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Vision statement

This section presents the profiles of the
respondents as well as the analysis of the
questions relating to the vision statement and
the three anchor projects.

523 PARTICIPANTS
+ 1625 COMMENTS

23%

71%

Agree
En accord

HOW THEY FOUND OUT ABOUT THE
SURVEY

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

56 % of respondents

have a bachelor’s or a
graduate degree

respondents are
men

57 % of

respondents are
women

Indifferent
Indifférent

Do you agree or disagree with
the following statement or does
it leave you indifferent?
A proud town that cultivates
a feeling of belonging among
residents of all generations by
offering an outstanding quality
of life.

Do you agree or disagree with
the following statement or does
it leave you indifferent?
A green town that protects its
environment, showcases its
country charm, and adopts
innovative sustainable
development practices.

7%

65 % of the

2%

16 % are between 31 and 40 years old
22 % are between 41 and 50 years old
28 % are between 51 and 60 years old

Do you agree or disagree with
the following statement or does
it leave you indifferent?
A prosperous town that offers
a framework fostering the
vitality of its community while
promoting its economic and
social outreach.

4%

14%

7%
7%

responsents have been
living in Rosemère for
more than 11 years
(including 39 % for more
than 20 years)

89%

79%

91%

AGE

GENDER

Disagree
En désaccord

The analysis of the comments reveals that,
overall, respondents share this vision statement
but have concerns about the actions that may
result from this vision. However, they strongly
insist on the adjective “green”, which, according
to them, perfectly describes Rosemère.

PLACE OF RESIDENCE

Other facebook
pages

Billboard

Newspaper

Facebook

Website

Publ-e-mail

...

To the following question: “How do you feel
about the strategic vision statement: Rosemère,
a proud, green and prosperous town. How does
it speak to you?” a clear majority of participants
(71%) responded with a yes.

6%

ProFiles of the
respondents

43 % of
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En accord
Agree

En
désaccord
Disagree

En accord
Agree

Indifférent
Indifferent

A total of 91% of respondents
agree with the statement. Many of
them, however, suggest replacing
“proud” with another term (e.g.,
welcoming, friendly, etc.).

En désaccord
Disagree

Indifférent
Indifferent

A clear majority of respondents
supports plans to enhance
the rural character. They also
underline the need to protect the
“environmental heritage.”
With
regard
to
innovative
sustainable
development
practices, they mention the
development of active modes of
transportation.

En accord
Agree

En désaccord
Disagree

Indifférent
Indifferent

Some 79% of respondents agree
with this statement. They point to
the empty storefronts and stress
the need to establish a network
with local producers and to find a
balance between economic vitality
and a more rural character.
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THEME: URBANISM
The planning and urban vision contributes to the value and attractiveness of the buildings, the territory and,
consequently, the entire town. In this way, a town can ensure a balance between the individual and collective choices
of its community.

Q.4.
The Town of Rosemère must retain its country
charm by favouring low density and the
preservation of its green spaces.

5% 1%

94%

Agree
En
accord

Disagree
En
désaccord

Indifferent
Indifférent

Q.5.

Residential intensification must be favoured
along Labelle Boulevard, in order for the Town
to expand its housing offering in response to
the needs of all generations.

10%

47%

There is consensus on the fact that:
“The country character is the essence of
Rosemère; it’s what allows it to stand out
from neighbouring cities”. However, the
comments about the low building density
are more mixed. Some respondents insist on
capping the maximum height of buildings,
while others indicate that a higher density
in terms of compactness and quality of real
estate projects would do more to preserve
natural areas: “Conserving its rural character
is essential, but the need for quality housing
at a reasonable price, in order to retain those
Rosemèrois wishing to sell their homes
and enjoy life in a multi-family residential
development, should be considered and
studied in certain areas of the Town”.

A number of respondents are in favour of
densifying Labelle Boulevard. They propose
making use of vacant spaces on the Boulevard
and to “densifying without touching the
green spaces”. Nonetheless, many citizens
are worried about the impact of a densification
of the Boulevard on road traffic and question
the real need to densify and the integration of
buildings in the space: “Harmony should be
protected by disallowing the construction of
massive high buildings”.
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Q.6.

As a citizen, I believe that, when studying my
proposed construction/renovation project,
the Town must favour the architectural
harmonization of buildings over a diversity of
styles and my personal choices.

7%
27%

66%

Disagree
En
désaccord

Agree
En
accord

Q.8.

To promote prosperity and considering the
current retail challenges, the Town should
allow residential use in commercial areas of
the town.

20%

31%

As a citizen, I believe that the Town should
specify and clarify urban planning standards
in order to provide a better framework for my
proposed construction/renovation project.

49%
Indifferent
Indifférent

Q.7.

49%

20%

Disagree
En
désaccord

While some are in favour of architectural
harmonization, others are more in favour of
innovation and a more modern architecture:
“The diversity of architectures is an asset of
charm and adds cachet to the Town”, “Yes
to architectural harmonization, especially
regarding the heights”, “The renewal of the
architectural heritage is the key”. The majority
of citizens, however, stress the importance of
striking a balance between the two: “The Town
should continue to oversee the quality of
projects, but should allow for the individual
expression of each owner”.

Indifferent
Indifférent

Many citizens first mention that they would
like information on examples of mixed
neighbourhoods and on how to position
themselves on the issue. The comments
included: “Indeed, we should pursue a
multifunctional approach to create a real
living environment”, provided that “condo
towers” are avoided and that the human scale
is respected.

43%

Agree
En
accord

17

31%

Agree
En accord

Disagree
En désaccord

Indifferent
Indifférent

Agree
En
accord

Disagree
En
désaccord

Indifferent
Indifférent

Those who agree with the statement say that
standards need to be better communicated:
“They should be disseminated on the internet
to promote accessibility” and that large-scale
projects need better supervision. Nevertheless,
regarding smaller-scale projects, home owners
mention that there are already many standards
and that these are already very restrictive.
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THEME: Infrastructure and facilities
Municipal infrastructure and facilities represent a town’s assets and have an impact on the quality of life as well as the
town’s debt and municipal taxes.

Q.9.

Many participants say they lacked information
on the state of the infrastructure required
to arrive at a decision. Others see the need
for improvements of said infrastructure.
Participants
also
mention
that
while
infrastructure improvements were necessary,
these should be done “with respect to
citizens’ capacity to pay” and in keeping
with “a long-term comprehensive plan (...)
to optimize the allocation of expenses”.
Other ideas proposed are to “improve the
infrastructure to make it energy-efficient,”
such that it
“bears testimony to our
environmental commitment”.

The Town of Rosemère should invest in
improvements to its infrastructures (roads,
waterworks and sewer systems).

13%
5%

82%

Agree
En
accord

Disagree
En
désaccord

Indifferent
Indifférent

The analysis of this question reveals that the
Community Centre is the building that is in most
need of investment. Additional investments
are also proposed for Parc Charbonneau and
the town hall. Buildings such as the library, the
swimming pool and Maison Hamilton do not
necessarily require investment at this time.

Q.10.

The following buildings contribute to my
feeling of pride (the answer “disagree” would
indicate that investments would be required):

Q.11.

The Town of Rosemère should invest more in
its parks/green spaces (addition of playground
equipment, urban furnishings, trails, etc.):

12%
18%

14%

Disagree
En
désaccord

Agree
En
accord

Indifferent

Indifférent

Overall, respondents agree with this statement.
Nevertheless, they wonder about the solutions
to implement to remedy the situation. Among
the suggested solutions are:
“Ninety percent of car trips are singleoccupancy rides. We need to promote public
transit, carpooling and active transportation”;
a “better coordination of traffic lights”;
“adding a bike lane”; “removing some stop
signs”; and “installing roundabouts.”

6%
4%

4%

55%

3%

26%

1%
Pool

Agree
En accord

Hamilton
House

Charbonneau
Park

Disagree
En désaccord

Traffic on Rosemère’s main arteries (GrandeCôte and Labelle Blvd.) is a problem that
should receive special attention from the
Town.

9%
14%

Agree
En
accord

12%

11%

Community
centre

Q.12.

77%

19%

Library

Many participants find the current recreational
facilities to be satisfactory and sufficiently
maintained. However, should investments
become necessary, these should be done
“by respecting citizens’ capacity as well as
willingness to pay”, namely by innovating
and by “making the town senior- and childfriendly”.

Disagree
En
désaccord

Indifferent
Indifférent

I agree that the Town should invest in the
improvement of municipal infrastructures/
equipment.

16%

1%

19

70%

Q.13.

17%

10%
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Town Hall
Agree
En
accord

Disagree
En
désaccord

Indifferent

Indifférent

Opinions regarding a major investment plan
diverge. Some respondents believe that
the current infrastructure does not require
investment. Others are in favor of moderate and
continual investment. Still other respondents
favour major investments as long as they
“contribute to a greener town”, and are
delivered with “a comprehensive diagnostic of
the situation and communicated to the public
before committing to major and long-term
expenditures.”
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Q.16.

THEME: Public services
The quality of municipal services offered by a town influences their cost and thereby the taxation of citizens. The
challenge is to find the right balance between the needs of citizens and their ability to pay.

Q.14.

Services currently provided by the Town meet
my needs in a satisfactory manner.

6%
15%

79%

Agree

En accord

Disagree

En désaccord

Indifférent

In dispensing services to its residents, the Town
should resort more to information technologies
(text alerts and advisories, permit applications,
water meter readings, etc.).

14%
11%

75%

Agree
En
accord

Disagree
En
désaccord

There is a consensus regarding the satisfaction
of the services offered. At the same time, some
participants point to areas of improvement:
“Not enough sports and cultural activities
offered to children and young people,”
“The two-week interval for waste collection
should be reviewed, particularly for the
summer period,” “I would like Rosemère
to be interested in zero waste,” “The
disappearance of on-site police and fire
services is a shame,” “Extend the opening
hours of certain services (library, municipal
dump, etc.)”.

Indifferent

Q.15.

Indifferent
Indifférent

Vision of Rosemère - Public Consultation Report

Many citizens believe that the Town is already
doing enough to communicate with citizens and
that information technology is not necessarily a
priority. Many also maintain that human contact
should not be replaced with technology,
especially for people who are not familiar
with it. Overall, they propose that the Town
offer diverse means of communication and an
adaptive strategy whereby each citizen can
choose the means of communication that suits
her or him best (newspaper, email, phone, mail,
etc.). Finally, as a point of improvement, they
propose making the municipal rules regulations
available on the website.

The Town should invest in its client approach in
order to better serve its residents (investigation
follow-ups, processes, reception, telephone
service, courtesy, support, etc.).
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A very large majority of comments mention a
high level of satisfaction with public services.
Some even mention that they have never had
bad experience in this regard. Some comments,
however, are critical of the internal coordination
of services and a lack of courtesy.

29%
50%

21%

Agree

En accord

Disagree

En désaccord

Indifferent

Indifférent

A distinct majority of citizens very much agree
with the statement. The issue of noise was raised
repeatedly: “Noise has become endemic to
Rosemère. Too many engines of all kinds!”.
Others mention the visual pollution caused by
the quantity of bins (recycling, composting,
etc.) or the accumulation of materials. Citizens
expressed the need to raise awareness for
this issue. That said, some advised limiting the
constraints so as to prevent citizens from being
faced with excessive demands.

Q.17.

I am in favour of constraining my lifestyle in
order to contribute to environmental preservation and good neighbourly relations (composting, water management, noise, disturbance,
etc.).

9%

6%

Q.18.

85%

I would agree to an increase in my tax bill
beyond the rate of inflation, in order to improve
my quality of life and service level, provided
Rosemère maintains its enviable position in
terms of taxation and level of indebtedness in
relation to other towns in the region.

8%
37%

56%

EnAgree
accord

Disagree
En
désaccord

Indifferent
Indifférent

Agree

En accord

Disagree

En désaccord

Indifferent

Indifférent

On this question, the responses diverge.
While some participants proclaimed being
entirely against it, a lot of them would consent
to a reasonable increase of taxes on several
conditions. For example, when seeking to invest
in infrastructure (streets, sewers) in a more
sustainable way, citizens are more inclined to
accept the plan when they are consulted on the
issue and provided with supporting information.
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PUBLIC MEETINGS
All the contributions made by the participants
during the public meetings of June 13 and
16 were analyzed and are presented in the
following section. They were classified as
follows to provide an overview of the topics
covered:

2 MEETINGS
3 WORKSHOPS
80 PARTICIPANTS

Financing

5%

“Develop the user-pays model”

5% Architecture

“Create a sustainable environment fund”

“Protection of the rural heritage”
“Limitation of building heights”

Communication and information 24%
“New arrivals kit”
“Create interactive tools”

6% Economic dynamism

“Popularization of certain terms in the

“Favour local shops”

documents communicated to citizens”

“Encourage niche businesses”

“More public consultations”

8% Mobility
“Safe bike lanes”
“Encourage active transportation”
Quality of life 22%
“Cleanliness of streets”
“Create an exemplary town with regard to

Environment and

12% sustainable development

universal accessibility”

“Conservation of green spaces”

“Respect the quietude of places”
“Intergenerational places of encounter”

“Encourage ecological practices”
“Reduction of consumption (water,
electricity) per household”

Infrastructure and
facilities 17%
“Renovation of roads”
“Burying of electric cables”
“Reconversion of fire stations”
“Improvement of the sewer system”

© Convercité
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ANCHOR PROJECT 1

Realizing Rosemère’s urban vision
Regarding the first anchor project, aimed at realizing the urban vision of Rosemère, the contributions were grouped
into general remarks and proposed ideas. Participants’ concerns were also identified and are presented in this
section.

General remarks
ENVIRONMENT - SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
For citizens, the conservation of green spaces
and their biodiversity and accessibility is a shared
priority. Since these spaces strongly contribute to
Rosemère’s rural identity and charm, the town’s
urban vision must protect them.
Some citizens also look further into the future and
seek to develop eco-responsible and exemplary
practices at the level of development, such as
community housing, housing cooperatives or the
creation of mixed and smart eco-districts.
MOBILITY
Mobility is a subject of debate with one exception:
traffic congestion and the deterioration of the
conditions of getting around by car. Some
citizens are not very optimistic about the prospect
of improving the flow of traffic, believing that the
strong presence of the automobile on the territory
is a trend that cannot be reversed.
Other citizens see opportunities in this challenge.
They propose above all a collective reflection
about possible alternatives to the use of the
car and encourage active mobility in order to
reduce road congestion. They also propose
developing and improving the public transport
network, encouraging its use, and taking action
to decongest the flow of traffic. Finally, efforts
should be made to prevent Labelle Boulevard
from resembling Taschereau Boulevard, the
anti-example.
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DYNAMICS
Participants understand that the business
community is increasingly experiencing the
impacts of the new economy (e.g., online
shopping). This is the case, for example, with
Place Rosemère. Anticipating the closing down

of many of the stores in this shopping mall, some
participants engage in an overall reflection on the
impacts of this new economy on spatial planning.
Another possibility, in their view, is to restore the
attractiveness of commercial areas by adding
new functions and animation and by promoting in
particular the community dimension and by creating
intergenerational meeting places.
Some participants question the need to increase
the commercial offer on the territory, maintaining
instead that it is primarily a matter of consolidating
the offer.
Some also believe that building the Rosemère of
tomorrow requires attracting niche businesses
(concentration of companies with similar areas
of activity in the same place). This type of
initiative could manifest in the creation of a new
neighbourhood that focuses on the social economy,
for example.

Vision of Rosemère - Public Consultation Report

ARCHITECTURE
Many participants find that the rural heritage
must be protected and resist in the fabric of the
town in the years to come. For the participants,
“rural,” or “country,” refers to an aesthetic that
aligns with the values of the community. Some
added that the commercial activity should also
be of a rural character. Still others mention
that the Town should nonetheless innovate,
emphasizing that “rural” is not necessarily
synonymous with being fixed in time but should
simply reflect a charm and the current identity.

The housing needs of senior citizens was also
discussed, with an emphasis placed on allowing
for the proximity of seniors to businesses and
on fighting their social isolation. A diversification
of the type of housing in Rosemère, including
intergenerational housing, will also allow to meet
the needs of other segments of the population.
Finally, the need was expressed to find solutions
within the coming years to establish mutual
respect and to control noise (e.g., by hiring a noise
inspector).

•

Replace stop signs with light signals;

•

Create a multifunctional recreational hub
revolving around sports;

•

Develop more pilot projects, such as the
one for raising urban hens or for setting up
urban hives at Maison Hamilton.

The architectural quality of buildings is also
important for citizens. The point should be to
strive for a certain harmony without reverting to
a “cookie-cutter” approach.

PROPOSED IDEAS :
•

Green the territory (perennials adapting to
the seasons);

•

Plant fruit trees in public spaces. Some
participants even suggest adding hives;

•

Plant more trees on Labelle Boulevard;

•

Create community gardens;

•

Have a better, more sustainable resource
management; for example, by removing
the plastic packaging from the Rosemère
newspaper;

QUALITY OF LIFE
The topics that concern the quality of life are
numerous. Overall, when it comes to redeveloping
sectors and engaging in major projects, citizens
want to be involved (e.g., golf).

25

SOME CONCERNS WITH REGARD TO
THE DENSIFICATION OF LABELLE
BOULEVARD
•

Consequences of densification on the
infrastructure and services of the Town and
the risk of saturation;

•

Contradiction between rural
and the development of
Boulevard;

identity
Labelle

•

Give priority to natural materials, such as
wood;

•

Reduce the water consumption of each
household;

•

Adapt existing regulations to encourage
the use of renewable energies;

Does the Boulevard have enough vacant
spaces to justify such a development?;

•

Offer
financial
compensation
energy-producing households;

If Labelle Boulevard is densified, this will
spill over to the golf course;

•

Potential increase in the need for parking
once the Boulevard has densified;

•

The Boulevard’s designated function as the
main artery is inevitable, as is the need for
parking to allow for access to shops.

•
•
•

to

Create safe bike lanes and establish links
between parks and schools;

•

Create pedestrian walkways;

•

Limit the passage of freight trains and add
a platform to the train station;

26
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Anchor project 2

Getting the infrastructure and facilities needed to
achieve Rosemère’s goals
The second anchor project is related to the Town’s infrastructure and facilities. The responses were categorized into
general remarks and were subsequently in terms of their relevance to infrastructure, facilities and financing.

INFRASTRUCTURE,
FACILITIES AND
FINANCING
While citizens propose several ways of
improving the infrastructure and facilities of
Rosemère, they understand that this cannot
take place without making additional, at
times major, investments, which would
affect the town’s tax rate. They also mention
having difficulty positioning themselves on
the issue due to a lack of information. Before
making a decision in this regard, they propose
considering the following four points:
•

Make an inventory of the current situation
and infrastructure needs and communicate
them to the citizens;

•

One citizen proposed the realization of a
socio-demographic profile of the territory
to justify the priorities with regard to
facilities and to ascertain the needs of the
population;

•

•

When making investments, do not rush
headlong into them and commit to a
long-term vision;
Engage in a collective reflection about
what facilities and infrastructure to
prioritize in the coming years, and plan it
well.

Several participants, recognizing the need to
invest in infrastructure and facilities, declare
to be open to participate financially on the
condition that:
•

The impact on their finances be moderate

and reasonable;
•

The infrastructure be sustainable and of
quality.

Thus, while sustainable development should be
at the heart of the Town’s urban vision, the latter
should also concern infrastructure. Optimal
waste management, the promotion of recycling
and the finding an alternative to salting roads
in the winter are all proposals that would, for
example, reduce the environmental impact of
municipal practices.
Another proposed idea to encourage the
prioritization of quality projects was to avoid the
selection of the lowest bidder when awarding
municipal contracts.
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•

Create a network of easily accessible parks
and greenways;

•

Renovate Chemin de la Grande-Côte; and
Rosemère Street;

•

Bury electrical wires underground;

•

Improve the signage of street names, which
are not very visible at night. Some participants suggested putting street names on
fluorescent panels;

•

Build a green wall near the A640 to limit
noise pollution.

PROPOSED IDEAS FOR
FACILITIES
•

Convert the fire hall into a youth and senior
citizens centre ;

•

Re-design and enhance the Community
Centre;

•

Create a meeting place
Charbonneau (e.g., a chalet);

•

Furnish
Rosemère
parks
with
intergenerational sports and recreational
equipment. In that context, participants
expressed their appreciation for the
planning and development of Parc
Charbonneau;

•

Renovate sports facilities;

•

Have access to an indoor pool;

•

Build an amphitheater or an outdoor
performance venue;

•

Build pickleball fields;

•

Encourage the development of community
gardens;

•

Consider the variety of ways in which
citizens appropriate the golf course
(cross-country skiing, sledding, walking)
for future development.

SUGGESTED IDEAS FOR
THE INFRASTRUCTURE
•

Create more bike paths;

•

Improve the quality of roads,

•

Improve the separation of stormwater from
the sewer system;

•

Improve night lighting while being
respectful of nature;

•

Promote the use of permeable materials;

•

Promote mobility between Laval and
Rosemère;

•

Prioritize the construction of nature trails,
especially on the edge of Rivière-desMille-Îles;
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IDEAS FOR FUNDING
•

Explore how to meet the requirements
for obtaining financial assistance such as
provincial grants and federal programs for
infrastructure and facilities;

•

Negotiate the possibility of integrating
public infrastructure (e.g., swimming pool)
into real estate development projects;

•

Establish public-private collaboration to
prevent complete privatization;

•

Create a sustainable environmental
fund for businesses that set up shop in
Rosemère and for the residents (financed
through a separate tax in order to have
more transparency over the investments
financed through the fund).

Parc

SOME CONCERNS
A number of participants are apprehensive
about a possible increase in their tax bill and
are fully satisfied with Rosemère’s current
infrastructure and facilities. They would like to
see demonstrable evidence for the need for
investments and to be consulted in the process.

28
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ANCHOR PROJECT 3

Modernizing the administrative apparatus
The following section presents the contributions of citizens regarding the modernization of the administrative
apparatus. The analysis of their comments brings to the fore two main areas of intervention: communication and the
client approach.

client approach

COMMUNICATION
A large number of participants recognize
the progress made by the Town in terms of
communication and consultation in recent
years. They encourage the Town to continue
its efforts in this direction. More specifically,
mention is made of the newsletter and the
website, which are accessible in both official
languages. The monthly Mayor’s Breakfast was
also considered a success, since it offers an
opportunity of proximity with elected officials.
Nonetheless, they also agreed on one area that
could benefit from improvement, namely the
information, communication and transparency
with regard to big projects (e.g., Le Club de
Golf Rosemère ).

•

Submit communication reports on the
stages of each project, in particular major
projects;

•

Enhance the content of the website “More
information and news, and improved
access to the regulations”;

•

Develop interactive tools to facilitate
voting;

•

Develop a welcome package for newcomers ;

•

Continue to communicate the agenda of
the municipal meetings ahead of time and
ensure accessibility to the event;

In general, participants provided ideas to
improve communication, especially since the
realization of those ideas would not involve
large investments. In addition, they mention
the importance of using digital means of
communication all the while insisting on the
importance of keeping the human dimension
and not dematerializing all the services offered
by the Town.

•
•

Conduct surveys regularly;

•

Ensure that the consultation dates allow a
maximum of citizens to be present;

•

Disseminate on the internet the regulations, the urban plan and its amendments,
as well as the information necessary for
planning a project and concerning the
flood zones;

•

Set up a system for holding a referendum;

•

Organize ad hoc training workshop with
expert citizens on certain topics.

PROPOSED IDEAS
•

•

Give priority to the most effective means
of communication in order to limit costs.
However, participants stressed the importance of continuing to offer a print version
of the newspaper;
Make certain documents that are disseminated more reader-friendly;

Broadcast video-conferences of the town
council to promote transparency;

Many citizens find that the services presently
offered by the Town are satisfactory, even if
not perfect in every way. Nonetheless, some
participants mention that they do not find
the term “client” appropriate or suitable for a
relationship between the Town and the citizens.
For others, the question did not arise.

PROPOSED IDEAS
•

Simplify the procedures, including for
obtaining construction and renovation
permits;

•

Conduct an annual assessment of services;

•

Create a new position of noise inspector;

•

Provide for
pickups;

•

Extend the opening hours of the
eco-centre, especially on the weekend;

•

Strengthen the police services provided
at the neighbourhood level and create
prevention events for citizens.

more

frequent

compost

CONCERNS
Many citizens consider that they are not
sufficiently informed about important
transaction processes, and express concern
about the major decisions that will affect the
development of their town, especially with
regard to the golf course.
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MEETING WITH THE BUSINESS
PEOPLE AND THE COMMUNITY
GROUPS
This section presents the result of exchanges between the business
people and the community groups in the context of the three
anchor projects. The anchor project aimed at realizing Rosemère’s
urban vision drew the attention of the participants in particular.

10 PARTICIPANTS
90 MINUTES
OF EXCHANGES
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mobility
Public transit is currently not a feasible option
for the Rosemère configuration, where homes
and jobs are scattered throughout the territory.
Residents, business people and community
groups alike mention feeling rather defenseless
in the face of the prevailing car culture . On
the other hand, the train network seems to be
improving, especially as concerns the range of
the hours of operation.

The golf course

Labelle Boulevard

The participants remarked primarily that in
Quebec there is less and less of an interest
in the maintenance, operation and use of
golf courses. Insofar as these golf courses
represent significant land holdings, it is thus
inevitable that they will be turned over to
development (public or private) in the coming
years.

According to the business people and the
community groups, Labelle Boulevard is a key
strategic issue insofar as it is the “showcase” of the
Town.
In this sense, there is a need to work on the entrance
into the town and its image, especially in terms
of identity. The Boulevard is the first impression
people from the outside get of Rosemère. It is
therefore important to look after this showcase
and explore its attractive potential. The business
people are thus brainstorming about the types of
experiences the Boulevard could offer to citizens,
passers-by, visitors and workers.
Moreover, according to the participants, Labelle
Boulevard should be developed in keeping with a
theme, yet to be defined. The latter should intend
to give character to Rosemère and allow the Town
to stand out from neighbouring municipalities. At
present, the Boulevard does not invite drivers to
take a stop alongside the Boulevard, or on Chemin
de la Grande-Côte for that matter, when heading
to the town centre.
The challenge is also to attract visitors from
the outside in order to support the businesses

operating on the territory, and to attract young
entrepreneurs to Rosemère, so that the Town can
stand out from other municipalities.
In terms of development, several issues were
mentioned. First, the Boulevard is a provincial
highway, which limits the Town’s room for
maneuver. Then, efforts should be made to
anticipate the densification (which is inevitable,
according to the majority of the participants)
and its actual impacts (flow of traffic, public
services, etc.). The safety on the Boulevard
should be reviewed, especially with regard to
pedestrians, since shops located on both sides of
the road generate considerable flows of people
(employees and customers). Recommendations
include equipping the Boulevard with more street
lighting (before the bridge) and introducing a
speed limit.
The available parking does not always meet the
needs of the customers of the stores presently
operating on site. The business people are
aware of the negative impacts of heat islands,
and advocate striking a balance between
environmental considerations and the need for
parking.

Ideally, people should want to walk and stroll around
in Rosemère rather than simply wanting to get around
by car.
•

The example of Centropolis in Laval was cited,
where people can go shopping, go out to eat and
go to the movies, with easy parking, and where
children can have fun, play water games, etc.;

•

Finetune the commercial offer: Participants
anticipate the commerce and retail sectors to
undergo a mutation within the next few years.
According to them, it is necessary to adapt to this
shift by offering “experience” to the users (as is
done by Ikea, for example, where shoppers can
dream of their ideal living room, eat together as a
family, rest, play and shop, all in one place). This
is achieved with the animation of space and the
addition of leisure spaces and play areas;

•

Create more local businesses. According to the
participants, Rosemère lacks cheese and delicatessen stores and a local market;

•

Take inspiration from what other municipalities
are doing without simply copying it, and
demonstrate the ability to stand out. One
example is Vieux Sainte-Thérèse, where, through
festivals, the town attracted a large number of
people and was able to gain prominence.

•

The golf course could become a resort centre
(e.g., Estérel).

•

The golf course could be an opportunity to create
a cluster of start-ups and “an incubator” for SMEs
while maintaining green spaces.

However, the frequency could be improved.
With regard to buses, participants mention that
the routes are inefficient and that the network is
not sufficiently extensive across the area.

ANCHOR PROJECT 1

Realizing Rosèmere’s urban vision
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Business people suggest engaging in a
collective reflection about the development of
golf (with all stakeholders), in order to strike
a balance between uses, densities and green
spaces. They see a strong potential for regional
attractiveness that could generate significant
economic benefits for businesses on Labelle
Boulevard and could also bring consumers
from Chemin de la Grande-Côte to the town
centre. The Nature Centre in Laval is cited as an
inspiring example.

Proposed ideas and
inspiring examples
While Rosemère has many assets (landscapes,
river, parks, etc.), its urban infrastructure offers
little in terms of allowing for recreational,
convivial or unifying experiences. More
activities should be offered to citizens.

34
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ANCHOR PROJECT 2

Getting the infrastructure and facilities needed to
achieve Rosemère’s goals
Community groups emphasize the importance
of creating a cultural and recreational offer
for young people, especially since the youth
centre has closed. Concerning the community
dimension, the participants, and mainly the
community groups, question the visibility of the
Community Centre and the organized events
(e.g., neighbourhood parties). In the same vein,
they want to showcase Maison Hamilton for
cultural purposes.
The participants propose to create an exhibition
venue or a theater, complementing the library’s
solarium and the garden of Maison Hamilton,
in which the artists of Rosemère could exhibit
their creations and give performances.
Business people point out that the financing of
investments is ensured in part by shopkeepers,
who comprise about 50% of the Town’s tax
base. Thus, it is important to listen to the needs
and expectations of all stakeholders (business
people, citizens, elected officials) to ensure
that everyone is satisfied.

participant proposed
that this collective
reflection be initiated as part of an economic
development committee (AGAR).
Both groups mention the importance of
maintaining and preserving the architecture
of the buildings on Labelle Boulevard and of
ensuring a certain harmonization of buildings.
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ANCHOR PROJECT 3

MODERNIZING THE ADMINISTRATIVE APPARATUS
Community group members expressed their
satisfaction with the recreational services, with
one participant even describing it as exemplary.
That said, participants wish they could say
the same about all Town departments, which
sometimes lack courtesy. Participants also
believe that the cultural offer is improving every
year, yet that it seems to suffer from a lack of
visibility.
Regarding communication, the progress made
in this respect is welcomed by all participants,
as is the desire to involve citizens in future
projects of the Town. However, participants
mention the need to work with all stakeholders.
Shopkeepers, citizens and the Town are all
concerned with the future of Rosemère. To this
end, the business people are expressing their
willingness to participate more in future public
consultations. They also appreciate the fact that
a liaison officer follows up with shopkeepers
and the Town to facilitate the obtaining of
permits and the necessary requests, which
incentivizes the renovation of businesses.

The business people consider themselves
as corporate citizens and wish to invest in
the future of Rosemère. In that context, one

© Convercité
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MEETING WITH THE
CITIZENS COMMITTEE
In order to complement certain points raised
during the public meetings, the exchanges with
the members of the citizens committee focused on
Labelle Boulevard. This was due to the fact that this
topic presents enormous challenges and requires a
long-term vision.

9 PARTICIPANTS
90 MINUTES OF
EXCHANGES
1 COLLECTIVE DISCUSSION

At the beginning of the meeting, participants were invited to share what spontaneously came to
mind when they thought about Rosemère. Here are some of the responses: “Living in Rosemère” ;
“Nature, peacefulness and community”; “Nature, trees and the ability to walk”; “Trees and quality of
life”; “The good life and citizen participation”; “Stewardship of the town, nature and quality of life”.
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PROPOSED IDEAS
•

Concerning the types of businesses, one
participant envisioned artisans’ workshops.
This is in line with the idea put forward by
business people to offer an experience to
users;

•

In order to attract and invite potential
customers to consume at Place Rosemère,
charging stations for electric cars could be
installed;

•

The regulations should align with the
sustainable development of the commercial zone. One participant referred to the
SAQ located in Montreal near Jean Talon
Market .

CONCERN
One participant wondered about sustainable
development issues on Labelle Boulevard.
He questioned to what extent it could really
be made sustainable and whether the Town
would assume the control required to make a
real impact on this development.
Another participant indicated that the core of
the urban vision should be articulated around
Chemin de la Grande-Côte, since it represents the heart of the community.

ANCHOR PROJECT 1

Realizing Rosèmere’s urban vision

General remarks
Some participants mention that while Labelle
Boulevard is important, the heart of Rosemère
is instead Chemin de la Grande-Côte, and that
any urban vision of Rosemère should necessarily include this latter artery.
Place Rosemère is an asset to attract people
from the outside. Business people and
citizens alike mention that enhancing the
shopping mall’s attractiveness will probably
incite customers-users to go to Chemin de la
Grande-Côte.

automobile but rather on alternative means of
transport (walking, cycling, public transport,
etc.).
Finally, according to some participants, while
the densification of land on the golf course is
difficult to accept, it will nevertheless help to
boost Place Rosemère and spread the tax rate
among all residents more equitably.

They propose developing the community and
intergenerational dimension of Place Rosemère
(especially in the event of densification) or a
change of designated function.
Many participants emphasize the need to
anticipate future changes in the automotive
sector. As a result, they propose that a reflection on the urban vision not be centered on the

© Convercité
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ANCHOR PROJECT 2

Getting the infrastructure and facilities needed to
achieve Rosemère’s goals

Vision of Rosemère - Public Consultation Report

ANCHOR PROJECT 3

MODERNIZING THE ADMINISTRATIVE APPARATUS

General remarks
The discussion on infrastructure and facilities
was focused mainly on their financing and the
participation of citizens in decisions concerning
them.
According to the citizens group, the user-pays
model is a satisfactory solution for some
services, including waste management and
water. Thus, if a citizen consumes more water
or electricity, and produces more domestic
waste than the average citizen, she or he
should contribute more to the operating costs
of the service. User-pays financing was also
proposed for certain public places in the Town.
For example, parking at Parc Charbonneau
should be paid for by non-residents because
it is this type of user that primarily uses the park.
Like citizens of public consultations, the
majority of participants in the citizens
committee stated not knowing enough about
the current state of the infrastructure to decide
on a prioritization of investments. In the future,
they would like to be presented with choices
and would like a collective decision to be
made about which infrastructure or facilities to
prioritize.
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Overall, the communication is appreciated.
As well, participants emphasized that the relationship between citizens and the Town is
improving. They appreciate the efforts of the
Town, particularly with regard to public consultations. However, two participants consider that
information is not sufficiently transmitted to senior citizens.

PROPOSED IDEAS
•

When public works are carried out, the
participants would like to be better informed about the various inconveniences:
blocked roads, cut-off water or electricity,
exact duration of the works, etc. ;

•

Regarding the method of being consulted,
several proposals emerged:

In terms of services, a number of participants
would like to see the opening hours of certain
services (those for which an in-person request
is needed) be extended.
Finally, they would like to have a say on the investments as well as a follow-up of the budgets
on an annual basis.

•

Door to door ;

•

Digital tools (social media,
Facebook,
website).
One
participant
suggested
creating an Instagram account
“Rosemère”;

•

Webcast: Allow families to be
able to participate remotely (two
participants prefer this solution to
that of on-site daycare services);

•

Local newspapers;

•

Invitation in mailboxes.

•

The participants would like to know the
topics to be discussed during the public
consultation before it is held;

•

Finally, they would appreciate it if the
conversations were guided and structured,
so that these do not deviate from the topics
on the agenda. For example, one participant appreciated the mayor’s breakfasts,
but according to her, that occasion would
not be the place to present her project.
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THE GOLF COURSE
ALL COMMENTS

The public consultation focused on Rosemère’s
vision and future, whereby the golf course was
not carved out a specific theme. Nonetheless,
citizens did express themselves on the topic by
placing it at the heart of certain discussions.
As part of the discussions, three key elements
stand out:
•

•

First, a number of participants are
adamantly opposed to handing the golf
course over to developers (in any which
way);
Other citizens do not oppose the development, but have several reservations:
•

Citizens should be informed and involved in the decision-making process in
order to realize a collective project;

•

The golf course is currently used in a
number of ways by citizens (especially
in winter), which would be worthwhile
preserving (cross-country skiing,
sledding, walks, etc.). In this respect,
the privatization of the space poses a
real challenge.

Finally, some participants are in favour of giving
up the golf course for development. Business
people believe that it is inevitable, given the
decline of the market. Golf courses represent
considerable land holdings and offer great
opportunities.
This being, the town has two choices: it can
acquire the land, or a part of it (a scenario that
could lead to a significant increase in local
taxes), or it can try to control the development.
However, the business people also concede
that the golf course and golfing still has a
strong potential in terms of regional appeal,
which can generate significant economic
benefits for Boulevard Labelle and Place
Rosemère. As such, they propose that part of
the golf course become an “incubator” hosting
start-ups and that another part be reserved
for green spaces. This would ensure a balance
between uses, densities and heights as well as
a harmony with the rest of the Town.
Overall, the participants paid particular attention to the golf course. However, their proposals about its future diverge and lack consensus.
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SECTION 3
10 KEY IDEAS FOR THE
FUTURE OF ROSEMÈRE
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The highlights of all the discussions can be summarized in
10 points. Rosemère’s future should be based on:
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7. A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TOWN AND ITS
STAKEHOLDERS REGARDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF MAJOR
PROJECTS AND FINANCIAL DECISION-MAKING.

1. AN URBAN VISION OF ROSEMÈRE THAT IS RESPECTFUL
OF ITS RURAL CHARACTER AND THAT BANKS ON EXISTING
ASSETS, INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

8. A QUALITY AND RELATIVELY UNIFORM AND HARMONIOUS
OVERALL ARCHITECTURE.

2. PROJECTS, INVESTMENTS AND ACTIONS THAT ARE
JUSTIFIED BY A STRONG KNOWLEDGE OF THE NEEDS AND
THAT ARE REASONABLE.

9. SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AND QUALITY
COMMUNITY FACILITIES.

3. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS THAT ARE REFLECTED
COLLECTIVELY AND WHOSE IMPACTS ARE CLEARLY
ASCERTAINED.

10. A HUMAN AND DIVERSE APPROACH TO THE PROVISION
OF PUBLIC SERVICES.

4. A COMPREHENSIVE REFLECTION ON ALL FORMS OF
MOBILITY.
5. THE DESIGNATED FUNCTION AND CHARACTER OF
LABELLE BOULEVARD SHOULD BE CHANGED SO THAT IT
BECOMES A MIXED AND ATTRACTIVE ZONE, A REVAMPED
SHOWCASE, A PLACE THAT CITIZENS IDENTIFY WITH AND
THAT ATTRACTS VISITORS.
6. A COMMUNITY SPIRIT THAT VALUES THE
inTERGENERATIONAL DIMENSION AND THAT CONTINUES TO
IDENTIFY ITS ESSENCE WITH CHEMIN DE LA GRANDE-CÔTE.
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1. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AT PUBLIC MEETINGS (JUNE 13 AND 16,
2018)
Last name
1

Benmehel

First name
Hamida

Last name
36

Mahani
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2. LIST OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE BUSINESS PEOPLE AND THE
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Last name

First name

First name

Organization

Naj

1

Foley

Caroline

Roberts

Rachel

Scouts Lorraine/Rosemère

2

Bouillere

Etienne

37

Maisonneuve

Francine

2

3

Brisebois

Nicole

38

Martel

Renald

3

Cabana

Cheryl-Ann

Club Horizon

4

Carey-Verreault

Kathleen

39

Martin

André

4

Beauchamp

Christian

Bureau en gros

5

Charest

Gaston

40

Ménard

Sylvain

5

Simard

Alexandra

AGAR

6

Courtemanche

André

41

Mercier

Linda

6

Paquin

Pierre

Tandem avocats/AGAR

7

De Geyter

Patrick

42

Meunier

Serge

7

Verville

Carole

SPA Finlandais

8

Denis

François

43

Michaud

Louise

9

Dion

Louise

44

Miller

Russel

10

Dostaler

Julie

45

Milot

André

11

Douville

Eric

46

Monfette

Lucie

12

Duchaine

Léopold

47

Paré

Michel

13

Duchesneau

Ginette

48

Pesant

Gilles

14

Dufort

Sylvie

49

Planzer

Jacqueline

15

Evans

Maurice

50

Prince

Roselyne

16

Fortin

Marie-Hélène

51

Renner

Monika

1

Poissant

Monique

17

Fortin

Françoise

52

Reza

Adalat

2

Labrecque

Alexandre

18

Fraser

Leslie

53

Rheault

Jonathan

3

Lessard

Claudie

19

Fréchette-Laflamme

Sara

54

Richer

Guylaine

4

Michaud

Louise

20

Galipeau

Michel

55

Rioux

Jeannine

5

Jean

Nicolas

Allard

Diane

3. LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE CITIZENS COMMITTEE
Last name

First name

21

Gurd

Wendy

56

Robinson

Daniel

6

22

Hamel

Sylvie

57

Routly

Dinan

7

Loubier

Béatrice

23

Hardy

Mireille

58

Roy

Anne-Marie

8

Fee

Richard

24

Jacquet

Sébastien

59

Savary

Muriel

25

Lacasse

Bonnie

60

Savoie

Jean-Yves

26

Lafortune

Roc

61

Simard

Denis

27

Lalondé

Jean-Paul

62

Swift Dumesnil

Krystal

28

Lamontagne

Philippe

63

Szczepanik

Brian

29

Lanctôt

Roger

64

Thériault

Jean

30

Lebon

Marie Élise

65

Vachon

Richard

31

Leduc

Madeleine

66

Varin

Patrick

32

Lesage

Robert

67

Veilleux

Lynda

33

Levesque

Serge

68

Warmuth

Kurt

34

Lord

Johanne

69

Weltner

Martin

35

Magnan

Sylvie

70

Yanire

Florence

